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Figure 1: Left: The Ambassador, a research prototype for investigating challenges with tracking, reasoning about, and managing attention. Right: 3D visualization of the situated context, including directions and targets of attention.

ABSTRACT

1

Competent collaboration between robots and people in the open
world requires sensing and reasoning about transitions of people’s
attention to the robots themselves, as well as to other people and
objects in the environment. We present challenges and opportunities with designing extended attentional capabilities for interactive
systems, including the need to track, reason about, and manage
the attentional foci of all actors. We describe work in progress to
leverage such attentional capabilities for interaction management
with a prototype situated robotic system.

To date, human-robot interaction (HRI) has focused largely on the
dyadic engagement of people and robots in controlled settings. As
social robotic systems begin to interact in open environments, the
scope of interactions must grow to consider details of the surrounding context, including how attention of the robot and other parties
is distributed across all actors and relevant objects in the environment. For example, robots may use external screens to enhance the
interaction [4], interact with other robots [15], or refer to external
objects [3, 11]. In such cases, the flow of interaction must consider
not only attention towards the robot but also towards other entities
and objects. Our behaviors as humans are continually influenced
by the attentional foci of others. For example, a speaker may hesitate or restart if an interlocutor appears to be distracted [5] and
even employ different non-verbal behaviors to gain or redirect joint
attention [8]. A speaker may also take others’ spatial perspectives
into account when referring to objects and locations [13].
Prior research has shown how robotic technologies can leverage the visual attention of users to gauge understanding and intent [2, 6, 9, 10] and use their own gaze to establish joint attention
to task-relevant objects [1, 2, 7, 12]. Yu et al. [16] described a speech
production model that coordinated with the listener’s attention by
inserting pauses, re-starts and interjections. Stefanov et al. [14] described a model to generate an agent’s visual attention that matched
synthesized speech in a multi-party dialog scenario. However, there
has been little work to date on human attention as a fundamental pillar of interaction management. In many cases, attention is
treated as a secondary construct aimed at supplementing dialogue.
Creating effective open-world interactions with social robots
will require more sophisticated inference and actions aimed at leveraging and managing attention. Attentional considerations can be as
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INTRODUCTION

important as spoken utterances and task actions in driving interactions. To leverage attentional considerations effectively, robots need
to track all relevant objects in the scene and consider the potential
importance of different objects to the interaction. They must also
consider each user’s gaze and visual attention at a semantic level
over time while jointly reasoning about intentions, turn-taking,
engagement, and grounding. Furthermore, robots must decide and
plan how to convey their own visual attention while managing
joint attention with others.
In this report, we outline several key challenges and opportunities in developing extended attentional capabilities for humanrobot interactive systems. We then describe the initial version of a
prototype robotic system that considers the attention of users in
controlling the flow of interaction (Figure 1).
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KEY CHALLENGES

Seamless participation in physically situated interaction hinges
on extended attentional capabilities to (1) accurately track users’
attention, (2) reason about attention with respect to engagement,
turn-taking, and grounding, and (3) jointly manage attention for
interaction planning with users.
Tracking Direction and Target of Attention: A prerequisite for
enabling higher-level attentional behaviors is the ability to track
both the continuous 3D directions in which users are looking and
to identify the entities (actors or objects) that users are attending to.
Inferences about the direction of attention are typically based on
eye gaze or head pose estimation [2]; both remain challenging vision problems in open-world settings. To accurately determine the
target of a user’s attention, systems need to track relevant entities
in the environment, reason about them and their relationships in
the context of the task, and harness this knowledge in conjunction
with higher-level expectations about the user’s attention.
Attention-Based Reasoning: Visual attention can reveal specific
higher-level intentions and inform communicative processes. For
instance, loss of attention for an extended period of time may signal
loss of engagement, gazing away from the listener at the end of
a turn may signal the intention to keep the conversational floor,
looking (or not looking) at a relevant object may indicate lack of
grounding, etc. Models for engagement, turn-taking, and grounding
therefore need to deeply leverage information about the users’
attention, together with broader contextual information.
Management and Control: Attention-based inferences can also
shape decisions and streamline the collaboration at the task level.
For instance, attention on a certain relevant object may reveal users’
intentions as part of the collaboration, and the system may adjust
its strategy in response. Attention itself can be viewed as a resource
that should be collaboratively managed during interactions. The
robot should be able to not only observe, but also to shape, guide,
and re-focus users’ attention to certain entities of interest. Various strategies can be employed, from subtle gaze redirection to a
combination of speech, gaze, and hand gestures. The ideal choice
of behaviors depends on the state of the interaction, the intended
target, as well as the physical surrounding context.
When managing attention, the system needs to be able to take
perspective and reason about potential optical occlusions and barriers. Consider for instance the case of a robot gesturing towards a

distant object, but where the line of sight is blocked by other people, such as passersby or other interaction participants. The best
way to address such a situation depends on the task at hand (e.g.,
does an alternative plan exist?) and on whether people can or will
move (e.g., just wait a moment or ask them to shift?). Developing
general policies for managing joint attention, from first principles,
is an open research area. Solutions will contribute to more seamless
collaborations between humans and robots.
The challenges of tracking, reasoning about, and managing attention are best addressed together as they are tightly coupled and
operate in synergy. The multiparty, dynamic nature of open-world
environments further amplifies these challenges and opportunities.
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THE AMBASSADOR SYSTEM

We have started to explore these challenges in the context of the
Ambassador, a prototype robotic system we are developing to serve
as an institutional guide in our building (Figure 1). The system will
be able to describe and talk about various research projects at our
organization. The physical platform consists of a Softbank Pepper
robot, supplemented by external sensors and a large touch-enabled
display to present visual information. Central to the application is
the ability to present information in a coherent manner while redirecting users’ attention across multiple targets, such as the robot
itself, the display, and other relevant objects in the environment.
Relevant entities in the environment are pre-specified, and the system infers the user’s direction and target of attention from tracked
body and head orientations.
As a first scenario, the robot demonstrates and describes an intelligent elevator system in its vicinity. To accomplish this task, the
robot must be able to direct users’ attention to the elevators and to
a ceiling camera mounted above them. The robot deploys an array
of escalating strategies to direct attention to the elevator camera. It
starts with either gaze or gesture alone and eventually escalates to
a combination of gesture, speech, and gaze until there is joint attention to the selected target. When describing the elevator system,
the robot utilizes the screen to present additional information and
expects users’ attention to move between the robot and the screen.
The robot determines the start time of its own speech based on the
users’ attention and waits for attention on itself before continuing
the interaction. When showing a video on the screen, the system
uses a similar escalating strategy to direct attention to the screen.
The video is paused if the users attend elsewhere and continues
only after regaining attention.
These strategies and behaviors are initial examples from our first
prototype. We plan to continue exploring the key challenges for
extended attentional capabilities with the Ambassador system. We
are working to raise the centrality of attention in HRI, with a focus
on the need to develop and leverage machinery for tracking, reasoning about, and managing attention in open-world settings. We
believe that these considerations are important in natural humanrobot collaborations, and that they are especially critical for robots
deployed in the open world.
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